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Abstract 
There has been an increase in the computer graphics (CG) impact on citizens’ daily life through using 
information visualization technologies (IVT) in new entertainment and communication devices, 
applications in medicine, and academic research. This work has used CG principles through three-
dimensional web-based information visualization technologies (Web3D) for overcoming the challenge 
of stimulating individuals’ cognitive skills at k-12 education. The strategy for stimulating individuals has 
been implementing experiential work, in which individuals have directly manipulated Web3D for 
building content and reflecting about educational processes of acquiring, organizing and using 
transdisciplinary knowledge based on applying k-12 curriculum sciences’ concepts in order to create 
digital artefacts. Data related to the educational processes have been collected and analyzed through 
combining bibliography, multimodality and ethnographic techniques. The analyses’ finds have 
contributed to enlarge a body of empirical studies on how to use 3D information production and 
visualization technologies for stimulating ones’ cognitive skills such as reading, writing and spatial 
abilities. It includes, understanding how they can and have enhanced digital, visual and cultural 
literacy skills at k-12 education levels as well as participated with more awareness from contemporary 
social, technical and cultural transformations. Therefore, benefiting throughout recursive long term 
learning and teaching work under economic disadvantage students, young girls, and in service 
educators.  

Keywords: multimodal literacies, collaborative learning, 3D virtual environments in education, human 
computer interaction.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
There has been an increase in the computer science (CS) and computer graphics (CG) research and 
development achievements, in particular 3D computer graphics generated images and its impacts on 
citizens’ daily life through using information visualization technologies (IVT) in contemporary 
entertainment devices and mass media communication, applications in medicine, military and 
academic research [1], [2], [4], [5], [6], [24]. 

One of the big CS and CG impacts on individuals’ lives is the growing possibility of utilizing personal 
computers, tablets and smartphones visualizing 3D computer generated content with support of virtual 
reality (VR) concept, technology and interactive user interfaces [3], [4], [25], [31]. 

Furthermore, the current technology research and development enhancements have allowed to 
ordinary individuals to produce interactive 3D web-based (Web3D interfaces) [5], [6], [7] with support 
of the concept of non-immersive desktop VR [3], [4].  

VR concept and its technologies have allowed the development of a great diversity of experiential 
educational projects supported by 3D information visualization, in particular, at high education 
research [3], [4], [6]. 

Some researchers have suggested that VR technologies can support the application of constructivism 
theory in practice [4]. In addition, there has been a tendency of investigating how the use of accessible 
Web3D technology on basic education field can stimulate educators and children’s digital literacy, 
cognitive skills and scientific knowledge enhancements [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [13]. 

This type of exploratory educational project and its multidimensional learning possibilities based on the 
application of theoretical and technical features related to low cost desktop VR technologies can and 
have led to the application of the multimodal and cultural learning concepts [14], [20], [21] through 
processes of knowledge sharing with students and educators at k-12 education levels. 
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Hence, this long term educational project has also impacted on individuals’ learning to thinking 
enhancements within a relational way through several inter and transdisciplinary learning activities 
involving human-computer interaction (HCI), figure-1 [9]. This is an outcome that can be compared to 
the heuristic efficacy of relational thinking effects of art and literature on subjects’ minds [15]. 

    
(A)                                               (B)                                             (C) 

Figure 1. Examples of human computer interactions in learning activities involving educators and 
students based on the use of accessible Web3D technologies. Source of images: [13] 

http://musiquarium4000edu3d.blogspot.com.br/  

A qualitative literature review [8], [10] and an identification of growing impacts of digital technology and 
culture evolution in the practical learning experiments and individuals’ experiences outcomes in our 
previous work [7], [9], [12] have suggested that is possible stimulating individuals’ minds to be used 
with a culture of multimodal education based on a combination of virtual worlds involving a 
combination of VR and multimedia/hypermedia concepts and technologies [26], [27], [33]. 

The multimodal techniques and application possibilities related to the use of the mentioned concepts 
and technologies can and have supported a culture language learning [28], [29], [30]. This type of 
learning activity can and have occurred through direct manipulating Web3D technologies via utilizing a 
combination of computer programming web-based declarative markup languages (VRML, X3D) and 
real time information visualization for building 3D interactive and multimedia content [7], [9]. 

As an example of stimulating ones engage in language learning culture, a former Author1’s student 
who had first contact with Web3D concepts and techniques in a k-12 school computers lab reported 
that he started appreciating to learn English language studies through computer programming and 
visualizing 3D digital environments using a markup language as VRML for sustaining his learning 
activities. And beyond k-12 learning activities, his further needs of enhancing his English language 
reading skills to read Blender 3D software tutorials and learning how to modelling more sophisticated 
3D characters, shapes and virtual worlds [7].   

It includes, stimulating ones reflecting about educational processes of acquiring, organizing, 
combining and using inter and or transdisciplinary knowledge referent to understanding how to 
applying k-12 curriculum sciences’ concepts within an integrate mode with VR technologies in order to 
create digital artefacts and enhance knowledge. 

In addition, a qualitative analysis of the learning activities outcomes based on Author1’s participant 
observation, bibliography review and ethnography data investigation has indicated that is achievable 
to stimulate individuals’ cognitive skills, such as communicating, researching, reading, writing, 
reasoning and spatial thinking ones [16], [19]. It includes inspiring subjects’ technical and digital 
literacy competences, computer programming, which includes the cognitive abilities of writing and 
reading software [17], supported by further use of CC, CG and VR scientific concepts and techniques 
related to accessible Web3D technologies for a given problem solving.    

2 RELATED WORK 
The 3D Alpha has been an educational project, which has integrated 3D technologies (particularly 
VRML/X3D) using “interdisciplinary projects in basic education, as a way to stimulate creativity and 
meaningful learning in children and young students through the use of computers in the classroom. 
Students explore 3D modelling programs and virtual worlds within a framework of constructivist and 
meaningful learning methodologies, focusing on individual creativity and social interactions in learning. 
The results show possibilities and advantages of using these technologies in different curriculum 
areas, as well as interdisciplinary approaches to curriculum content using digital tools” [8]. 
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An analytical work related to using on children’s education web-based script languages has identified   
that “anyone can click a computer mouse to open SketchUp, figure out how to make a simple box, 
then view and rotate the box in the software”. On the other hand, “coding the same box by hand is 
more instructive” [12]. For instance, coding can be done using an internet based language, such as 
Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML), which possibilities the creation on 3D digital content. 
VRML can be manipulated in a similar way that is HTML (HyperText Markup Language) for web 
pages. Old VRML and other modern web-based languages, such as Extensible 3D (X3D) [22] and 
O3D [23], including new web-based languages which are under experimental work, such as GLAM 
(GL And Markup), which is a declarative language for producing 3D web content [32], [34], have 
“made easy to understand and code basic concepts involved in the display of 3D models” [12], such 
as in figure-1 B and C. 

3 DIGITAL AND PEDAGOGICAL KNOWLEDGE IN ACTION THROUGH 
INFORMATION VISUALIZATION AND MULTIMODALTECHNIQUES 

The virtual reality (VR) is an advanced interface which involves real time simulation and interactions 
through human’s multiples sensorial channels, for instance (vision, tactile, smell, hear). In functional 
terms, VR technology has provided the production of simulations, 3D virtual environments (3DVE) or 
3D virtual worlds based on the use of computer graphics (CG) and computer science (CS) techniques 
and principles [31].  

The research and development R&D evolution of CG and CS techniques and principles in interactive 
systems have sustained designers developing digital systems and or interfaces that go beyond screen 
based systems. The designers have applied CS and CG for building and enhancing multimodal 
systems which have allowed individuals’ multimedia/hypermedia experiences using a variety of 
modalities (sound, hear, smell, tactile) [33]. 

The decreasing costs of hardware and software and an increase in the use of nanotechnologies in 
mobile and computing devices as smartphones and tablets have supported researchers and designers 
creating and using accessible Web3D-based multimodal technologies and interfaces in a diversity of 
applications. For instance, in applications that can  stimulate digital literacy as well as science, 
technology, engineering, arts and math (STEAM) education, through utilizing low cost information 
visualization VR, augmented reality (AR) and mixed reality systems [5], [9], [16], [31], [32], [33] for 
reading and or producing simple and complex digital content figure-2.  

         
(A)      (B)       (C)     (D) 

 Figure 2. Representation of real time low cost multimodal information production and visualization in a 
smartphone(s) (D) of simple and complex 3D digital objects (B) and (C) through computer 

programming using a web-based declarative language such as GLAM (A). Source of images [32].  

Using this type of keyboard based writing and reading HCI through applying real time multimodal 
information production and visualization technologies can support individuals’ reflections processes 
about how to stimulating ones’ traditional and digital literacy, and cognitive skills since k-12 levels 
through simple and complex problem solving across a range of open ended educational processes 
possibilities based on accessible Web3D resources. 

Hence, at some extent, beyond the use of pen and paper based technologies in the classrooms, 
utilizing Web3D resources can bring about innovative aspects related to stimulating and enhancing 
knowledge during formal and informal learning and teaching processes on individuals’ education. It 
can and have caused an increase on individuals’ interactions with a given consumer device, for 
instance, a computer, tablet and or a smartphone. It includes a further comprehension of how to such 
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medium can support subjects activating and or stimulating several cognitive skills. For instance, it can 
and have instigated ones’ writing, reading, attention, memory, communicating and spatial thinking 
skills with more conceptual and technical conscience as suggested in the HCI based on information 
production and visualization techniques such as computer programming and visualizing a code 
symbolic representation in real time as in figures-1 and 2, in this paper introduction and in this section. 

In addition, through using information and visualization techniques within a pedagogic and technical 
interactive activity, an educator can observe and recall subjects’ pre-existing knowledge and needs 
related to a given problem solving. Via interacting and reflecting collaboratively with support of real 
time knowledge representation, individuals can stimulate their traditional and digital literacy skills. It 
includes inspire their perceptual knowledge referent to reading and writing visual images, bringing 
about stimulating ones’ visual literacy and spatial cognition abilities enhancements through the 
processes of learning and teaching how to build a 3D digital space. 

These types learning and teaching outcomes can and have been achieved through human-computer 
interactions which have been supported by integrating a range of cultural and transdisciplinary 
scientific concepts such arts, math, geometry, English / Portuguese languages with contemporary 
information production and visualization technologies, such as Web3D resources ones, at k-12 levels. 

However, for achieving such goals, it has been necessary to reflect with individuals/researchers the 
relevance of having in mind the point of view that “when we use a medium for any purpose, its use 
becomes part of that purpose”. By contrast, it includes considering that a given medium use should 
not be as some theorists have argued deterministically that “our technical means and systems always 
and inevitably become 'ends in themselves'” [35]. 

On the other hand, having in mind a non deterministic point of view, due to the current access to low 
cost but high quality technical means and systems related to computing resources (hardware and 
software), using these resources for stimulating individuals’ education can be supported a linguistic, 
semiotic, and cultural based research as well [35], [36].  

Then, paraphrasing [35], the field of semiotics can and have supported us to become more aware of 
reality as a construction and of the roles played by ourselves and others in constructing it. The 
semiotics field has helped us to comprehend that “information or meaning is not 'contained' in the 
world or in books, computers or audio-visual media. Meaning is not 'transmitted' to us - we actively 
create it according to a complex interplay of codes or conventions of which we are normally unaware. 
Becoming aware of such codes is both inherently fascinating and intellectually empowering. We learn 
from semiotics that we live in a world of signs and we have no way of understanding anything except 
through signs and the codes into which they are organized” [35]. 

At the extent of the context of this pedagogic and technical integrated work based on “a complex 
interplay of codes or conventions” [35] within a public primary school environment, in a developing 
country, learning and teaching with accessible Web3D resources has been a way of broadening 
individuals’ society participation [9]. According to [39] the term ‘broadening participation’ means efforts 
that develop talent and promote the inclusion of students and scientists from all social backgrounds in 
all levels of the life sciences (K–12 through postdoctoral training, early-career independence, and 
senior leadership). 

In the HCI of this pedagogic and technical project, broadening participation of individuals has been 
based on stimulating their technical and scientific knowledge skills enhancements within an interactive 
and thoughtful mood. It has brought about an increase on ones’ mental culture of improving visual, 
traditional and digital literacy alphabetization lifelong learning conscience [7], [9]. 

It has been an inclusive teaching and learning approach [39] through stimulating the teaching of 
writing and visual language(s) based on a combination of accessible multimedia devices and files 
including cultural support [38] of contemporary digital culture referent to real time information 
production and visualization tools and techniques as the possibility of building and embedding 3D 
digital interactive interfaces in a blog under the concept of desktop VR figure-3.  

VR technologies capabilities embedded on the internet platform, for instance, the X3DOM framework, 
which has allowed using a combination of HTML and X3D languages for stimulating individuals 
reading and writing creatively as well as publishing across dominating and utilizing an integration of 
simple and complex codes or conventions (figure-3).  
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Figure 3. Representation of real time information production and visualization across dominating and 

utilizing an integration of simple and complex codes or conventions inside a primary school computers’ 
lab with support of using the internet platform as an open-ended educational resource.  

4 WORK METHODOLOGY AND STRATEGY  
This long term research work methodology has been based on a combination of Author1’s participant 
observation and research action attitudes, bibliography review and ethnography data investigation and 
collection in a natural setting and on the internet through personal e-mails and social media [7], [9], 
[16].  

The mentioned combination has supported the strategy of presenting and using collaboratively 
contemporary technologies, such as hypermedia and desktop VR technologies, with individuals for 
stimulating them interacting with technical digital resources and scientific knowledge related to 
school’s curricula. Then, for implementing and maintaining the expansion flux of this experiential work, 
individuals have been invited to direct manipulating Web3D technology through building digital content 
and reflecting collaboratively about educational processes of acquiring, organizing and using 
transdisciplinary knowledge based on applying k-12 curriculum sciences’ concepts in order to create 
two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) digital artefacts [7], [9]. 

5 RESULTS AND A QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
In this long term educational project, the use of multimodal techniques and cultural learning 
techniques [14], [20], [21], through a combination of web-based script languages via keyboard inputs 
across computer programming and applying real time information production and visualization 
techniques for problem solving, have allowed stimulating individuals’ cognitive skills via simple and 
complex learning activities as in figure-1 (B) and (C) as well as figure 2 (A) and (B). It includes figure-3 
in the pedagogical and technical knowledge section.   

It has been achievable to stimulate individuals’ cognitive skills, such as communicating, researching, 
reading, writing, reasoning and spatial thinking ones [16], [19]. Individuals that have experienced and 
further engaged in this type of interactive knowledge based learning process [7] have built and 
enhanced mental models related to the relevance of implementing multimodal learning aspects and 
inspiring transdisciplinary thinking skills with support of accessible digital platforms such as the 
internet, in this particular case, Web3D technologies, on subjects’ everyday formal and informal 
education [9]. 

Therefore, Author1’s observations and individuals’ attitudes have suggested that these types of 
multimodal and transdisciplinary interactive knowledge based learning and teaching processes as well 
as their outcomes have supported the idea of stimulating and enhancing individuals’ technical and 
scientific knowledge within an integrated way since k-12 levels. 

However, it has been necessary to work with the limitations which have come from the need of 
stimulating and enhancing pre-service and in service educators to acquire conceptual and technical 
digital knowledge. This necessity is due to an inconstancy in the pre and in service educators’ 
preparation to deal with deep knowledge related to emerging digital technologies of the technical 
culture [43], such as accessible desktop VR one. 

Educators’ preparation is necessary in order to have more teachers inside a given school working 
individually and collaboratively with support of emerging technologies such as the ones mentioned in 
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this article for stimulating as many students as possible to increase their digital skills within an 
integrated mood, which can address the learning of scientific concepts of the diverse sciences that are 
part of a given k-12 curriculum. 

As an example of the necessity of enhancing educators’ digital knowledge, we can mention the case 
of a former student that finished his primary course at the end of 2016. He visited our school in May 
2017. And this article’s author talked with him about his past and future plans.  

At this point of the article we situate the reader about the context of this author and the former student 
talk. The former student supported the beginning of this educational project based on the use of the 
X3DOM framework as a digital platform support, when he was in the 4th year grade [41]. This web-
based and interactive technologies artwork educational project allowed our primary school, Ernani 
Silva Bruno (ESB) experiment, to be registered in the X3Dom project site. “The project’s goal is to 
stimulate students from the 4th grade level enhancing technical and cognitive skills as well as learning 
and applying science concepts from the curriculum through using digital media. Among other 
activities, the students have been editing X3DOM files. Through that it is expected they learn basics of 
computer graphics, develop spatial thinking and math skills related to coordinate systems and how to 
place virtual objects, and enhance reading and writing abilities which are experienced while they are 
programming and commenting X3D and HTML code” [40]. 

Although, at some extent, these goals have been achievable with some students who participated in 
that group of individuals who were introduced to the X3Dom framework [44], due to several problems 
related to the schedule of the after school digital project and the former student’s time for frequenting 
it, he only had contact again with the mentioned technology during his 7th grade year. 

Hence, as an educator, this article’s author has observed that when students are at the pre 
adolescence, they use to get other interests that maybe distract them from doing educational projects 
that are not officially part of the curriculum. 

Attempting to decrease this subjects’ schedule and interests problems that have appeared when 
someone proposes to develop afterschool special digital literacy projects, the Author1 tried to use the 
X3Dom framework to support English language projects when the mentioned former student and 
others who were in the beginning of the digital project were in the 7th grade [42]. The idea was 
activating and using their ‘prior knowledge’ [45] or pre acquired technical digital knowledge used in the 
beginning of this project to stimulate and support other students learning the basics skills of the 
X3DOM framework. 

After that, the diverse groups of students would produce their English language projects and publish 
them through building a blog and embedding their 3D digital artwork in the blog as in an example 
produced by their educator [42]. So, by dominating the techniques for expressing their own ideas 
students could and or should start creating 3D digital environments with freedom and sustainability 
based on strong fundamentals of digital and visual literacy [46]. 

The students were oriented to creating their interdisciplinary literary artwork sketches on paper and 
opening blogs for completing the proposed learning activity using digital knowledge and tools. 
However, during the learning activity development we experienced network accessibility problems 
inside the school’s computers lab that we could use once a week in the same time of the English 
language class. 

And beyond that, as the student object of this reflective analysis tried to act, even with Author1 and 
some students attempting to collaborate to support other ones’ difficulties for understanding and 
dealing with the mentioned digital technologies. 

Due to an average number of thirty three students in the classroom, and several students’ low level 
behavior in terms of doing other distractive activities with the computers, instead of thinking about the 
challenge of dominating the technical reading, writing and saving skills for expressing themselves 
using the combination of a Blog and the X3Dom, it was not possible in the planned time, using three to 
four English classes for consolidating basic X3DOm technical skills at the computers’ lab.  

Back to the conversation with the mentioned former student, when asked about what were his plans in 
terms of courses for the high school. The former student said he would do informatics. After that, he 
was asked if his decision was referent to the influence from the interactive media educational projects 
that he participated at ESB primary school. The former student said yes and completed his thoughts 
saying that he still remembered his learning activities with X3Dom. It includes that he would like to 
keep learning through using 3D digital environments. However, at his new school there was not an 
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information and communication technology (ICT) educational project similar to the one described in 
this article in terms of using emerging technologies for stimulating ones’ digital, visual, and technical 
knowledge and literacy enhancements. The former student added to his answer that at that moment 
he was not able to keep studying himself because a longtime without practicing with the X3Dom 
framework or similar Web3D based technology.  

Therefore, within a persistent and flexible learning and teaching process of introducing and using 
emerging technologies since k-12 levels, the problem related to the mentioned former student keep 
enhancing his digital, visual and cognitive skills, is one of the relevant reasons for spreading the 
mentioned 3D concepts and technologies in the preparation of several pre and in service educators.  

For decreasing such problem a way can be using the concept of digital humanities at the extent that  
“digital humanities projects are, by definition, collaborative, engaging humanists, technologists, 
librarians, social scientists, artists, architects, information scientists, and computer scientists in 
conceptualizing and solving problems, which often tend to be high-impact, socially-engaged, and of 
broad scope and duration” [47]. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
Through this paper it has been introduced and exploratory educational project and its multidimensional 
learning possibilities based on the application of theoretical and technical features related to low cost 
desktop VR technologies. 

These technologies can and have led to the application of the multimodal and cultural learning 
concepts [14], [20], [21] through learning and teaching processes supported by using digital and visual 
Web3D based resources, impacting on as described, discussed and exemplified by the pictures 
throughout the paper on sharing knowledge with students and stimulating cognitive skills such as 
communicating, spatial thinking, researching, reading and writing at k-12 education levels. 
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